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PHYSICAL THERAPY STUDENTS PROTEST OUTSIDE A-BUILDING

By Kerry Ann Hamilton

Local born student, School of Applied Health and Allied Health Sciences, was angry at the University's alleged decision not to approve a Doctor of Physical Therapy degree.

The professor said an old curriculum was married with a clinical degree. However, the revised curriculum was marked with a Doctorate of Physical Therapy degree.

"The proposal was first made in June and again three months later for the Board's review, but it was not placed on the agenda," the professor said. "So, the unit has been met by a department official that the proposal would be addressed by the University and the explanation was given."

Whatever the result was, it was met by chants of, "physical therapy needs your help," attracted scores by chants of, "physical therapy needs your help." (See PROTEST page A7)


By Danielle Scroggs

Biology

Biology

"I focus on Biology and I found that the best combination is working hard and studying smart."
Ellis Marsalis is considered one of the world’s premier jazz pianists. He’s taught some of the world’s most famous musicians. Even fathered a few of his own. But with retirement approaching, he didn’t want to improvise. Not when it came to money. We worked with him on ways to make the most of his retirement plan, so money wouldn’t get in the way of his music. After all, pianos aren’t supposed to play the blues.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call 1-800-842-2770.

Managing money for people with other things to think about.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call 1-800-842-2770.

The Office of the Dean of the Chapel
Announces
Holy Week Observances
All Are Welcome

TUESDAY, APRIL 15, 2003
Morning Prayers, 8:45 AM to 9 AM
Sanctuary, Rankin Chapel.

Tenebrae Service
Rev. Andrea Hayden and Father John Raphael, officiating

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 2003
Morning Prayers, 8:45 AM to 9 AM
Sanctuary, Rankin Chapel.

12 Noon Interfaith Prayer Service for International Students
At the Flag Pole on the Yard

THURSDAY, APRIL 17, 2003
Morning Prayers, 8:45 AM to 9 AM
Sanctuary, Rankin Chapel.

Maundy Thursday Services, with Foot Washing and Communion
Rev. Malcolm Frazier, Preaching
7 PM, Sanctuary, Rankin Chapel.

FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 2003
Morning Prayers, 8:45 AM to 9 AM
Sanctuary, Rankin Chapel.

Good Friday Vigil: Silent Meditation and Reflection
9 AM to 12 Noon, Sanctuary, Rankin Chapel.

12 Noon Good Friday Service
Rev. Harvard Stephenson, Preaching
Sanctuary, Rankin Chapel.

SUNDAY, EASTER, APRIL 20, 2003
Sunrise Service, 7 AM
Rev. Adaine Blair, Preaching
Sanctuary, Rankin Chapel.

11 AM Service
Dr. Gardner C. Taylor, Preaching
Cramton Auditorium

For further information, please contact
the Office of the Dean of the Chapel at 806-7280.
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Mays Seeks Enlightenment Through Umbrellas, Pantyhose

By Ashley Kelly
Hilltop Staff Writer

Rain races out of the sky, splattering against his skull cap and face while the wind twist his soft pants as they set out meandering on the blacktop.

Cornelius Mays has been a vendor at Howard University for 20 years. He also sits in front of the School of Business five days a week. He sells a great number and variety of merchandise. From pantyhose to portraits, Mays says his main objective is to serve the people. He even has a motto to back up his claim: "Go to the people, find out the people's needs, serve the people, organize the people, raise the level of the people's political consciousness, and at the same time raise the level of the people's personal consciousness," Mays said.

Since he is located in front of the School of Business, an area where students and faculty are seen walking dark halls, Mays and his stock daily. Mays says many of them come to him to purchase emergency items such as a spare pair of pantyhose, socks, or a houseplant. "I sell CDs, hats, pocket books and hair items for the kids," said Theresa Nedd, a library technician in the School of Business. "I got to know him from him because it is very convenient. I don't even have to use my car." Mays is comfortably in front of the bookstore where he has been the case for 20 years.

"I needed to buy a Valentine's day gift and didn't have time to go off-campus, so I bought it in the front of the School of Business because it was very convenient," said Adrienne Thomas a freshman acting major who purchased a rose and card from Mays.

Mays straightens a pile of black gloves on Friday morning as he awaits potential customers. He says he has also sold books and hair items for the kids, said Theresa Nedd, a library technician in the School of Business. "I got to know him from him because it is very convenient. I don't even have to use my car." Mays is comfortably in front of the bookstore where he has been the case for 20 years.

"Go to the people, find out the people's needs, serve the people, organize the people, raise the level of the people's political consciousness, and at the same time raise the level of the people's personal consciousness." — Cornelius Mays

Enterprise Car Rental Named Top Employer for the Class of 2003, Opens Branch in Howard's Neighborhood

By Ashley Kelly
Hilltop Staff Writer

Not a single layoff since the company's inception, and it has been open for 46 years, Enterprise-Rent-A-Car, which currently has 4,700 offices in the United States, pumped this number to 4,701 offices in the United States where students and faculty are seen walking dark halls. Mays says many of them come to him to purchase emergency items such as a spare pair of pantyhose, socks, or a houseplant. "I sell CDs, hats, pocket books and hair items for the kids," said Theresa Nedd, a library technician in the School of Business. "I got to know him from him because it is very convenient. I don't even have to use my car." Mays is comfortably in front of the bookstore where he has been the case for 20 years.

"I needed to buy a Valentine's day gift and didn't have time to go off-campus, so I bought it in the front of the School of Business because it was very convenient," said Adrienne Thomas a freshman acting major who purchased a rose and card from Mays.

The company has projected hiring 6,200 employees, beating out other top employers such as the United States Navy, which came in at second with 2,500 hires, and the United States Custom Service, who trailed the US Navy with a projected 2,407 hires.

"Enterprise does not hire people from outside of the company for the higher-paying positions," said Perkins. "Everyone starts at the same level and works their way up." 

Along with the company's other two awards, they also were ranked number one on Black Collegian Magazine's "Top 100 Employers for the Class of 2003." 

The company has projected hiring 6,200 employees, beating out other top employers such as the United States Navy, which came in at second with 2,500 hires (a significant drop from Enterprise's number), and the United States Custom Service who trailed the US Navy with a projected 2,407 hires.

Starting employees at Enterprise, management trainees, start at a minimum of $34,000 said Perkins. However, not everyone starts at this number. In fact, Perkins started at $7,000 above the minimum salary when he started Enterprise, which was then at $32,000.

"We needed to hire a new employee," said Perkins. "We needed to hire a new employee." "We needed to hire a new employee," said Perkins. "We needed to hire a new employee."
Grand Opening!
Rhode Island Ave. Printing and Graphics
10% Discount with Student ID

Color Copies as low as 35 cents

Graphics
Brochures
Stationaries
Newsletters
Business Cards
Flyers
Books
Logos
Notary & More...

2104 Rhode Island Ave. NE
(202)529-5909

Hours: 8am-6pm

Limited Offers!
Black and White Copies as low as 3 cents

Engineering and Science Majors
Expand Your Potential – Fast Track Your Career

Master of Science
program in the
Management of Technology
at the
University of New Hampshire
Whittemore School of Business and Economics

The MBA alternative for technology entrepreneurs and those seeking leadership positions in technology-intensive firms

• Focused on the development and commercialization of emerging technologies and managing technological change
• Emphasis on team projects and problem solving
• Industry-sponsored projects and internships
• Small class size with high level of student/faculty interaction
• 18-month trimester format
• Next class starting September 2003
• Financial Aid available

For more details call 603-862-3370 or email warren.lackstreet@ unh.edu at the Hamel Center for the Management of Technology and Innovation
Preparing Technology Professionals for Technology Leadership

www.unh.edu/wsbegrad

Congratulations to all May 2003 graduates!!!

Attention All New Alumni Coming to the New York/New Jersey Area!

If you would like to:

• Stay connected to Howard University
• Meet other alumni and network
• Keep in touch with classmates
• Socialize and make new friends

Join the Howard University Alumni Club of NYC!!!
Visit our website:
WWW.HOWARDALUMNINYC.ORG
or call (212) 591-2462

Take advantage of our $25 new member rate!!!! Join Today!!!!

*Stay connected to Howard University
*Meet other alumni and network
*Keep in touch with classmates
*Socialize and make new friends

www.unh.edu/wsbegrad
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WIC Program Helps Young Mothers, Needs More Participants

WIC is a federal program used to help low-income women and children ages 5 and younger with nutrition. The program provides food, health education, and referrals to health care. It is available to families with children who are at risk of becoming malnourished. The program also provides candidates with opportunities to improve their health knowledge and behaviors.

WIC Income Eligibility

To be eligible for the WIC program, individuals must meet the following income guidelines:

- If you have a student discount with identification, you may be able to get a discount on your WIC purchase.
- If you do not have a student discount, you may be able to get a discount on your WIC purchase.
- If you have a student discount with identification, you may be able to get a discount on your WIC purchase.
- If you do not have a student discount, you may be able to get a discount on your WIC purchase.
- If you have a student discount with identification, you may be able to get a discount on your WIC purchase.
- If you do not have a student discount, you may be able to get a discount on your WIC purchase.

WIC State agencies must withhold (or not withhold) must fall at or below 185 percent of the U.S. Poverty Guidelines. The income eligibility of persons participating in the program is determined on a case-by-case basis. Each state agency is responsible for the enforcement of eligibility laws. The income eligibility guidelines are the same for all states.

Discounts are being offered by local businesses.

The third point of the sermon is that grace is the means by which we become like Christ. Bishop Ulmer's sermon was very applicable.
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Discounts are being offered by local businesses.
Physical Therapy Students Protest Outside A-Building

PROTEST from A1

like Hampton and Maryland Eastern Shore who have DPT programs, Valentine said. "The Master's program is not in jeopardy.

This view differs from the student representatives on the Board of Trustees so that they will have to start all over with another institution."

Chair of the Department Stanley Wilson was unavailable for comment at the time of press.

Not only graduate students are offended, but also undergraduates like Amanah Rossett, a junior physical therapy major, who is on a track to complete a Master's and DPT at Howard.

We met with the student representatives on the Board of Trustees so that they will have to start all over with another institution."

Chair of the Department Stanley Wilson was unavailable for comment at the time of press.

Not only graduate students are offended, but also undergraduates like Amanah Rossett, a junior physical therapy major, who is on a track to complete a Master's and DPT at Howard.

"I came here under the impression that in 2003, it would be offered like the University does annually. That the "WT" Program would take effect," the student said. "I have wasted my time and money and will have to start all over at another institution."

"We met with the student representatives on the Board of Trustees so that they will have to start all over with another institution."

Chair of the Department Stanley Wilson was unavailable for comment at the time of press.

Not only graduate students are offended, but also undergraduates like Amanah Rossett, a junior physical therapy major, who is on a track to complete a Master's and DPT at Howard.

"I think Howard needs to address this issue," Rossett said. "It is good to help other HBCUs with accreditation problems, but we can't do that if home is not right."

Howard University Student Association (HUSA) President Donell Schwoeffermann were on the scene of the protest to offer their support to students.

"I brought the issue before the Academic Excellence Committee," Rossett said. "The issue and concerns as outlined by the students in their press release were discussed. This was the first time (The Board) were made aware of the issue."

Howard assured students that the appropriate University officials are currently addressing the issue.
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"I think Howard needs to address this issue," Rossett said. "It is good to help other HBCUs with accreditation problems, but we can't do that if home is not right."

Howard University Student Association (HUSA) President Donell Schwoeffermann were on the scene of the protest to offer their support to students.
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New York Subway Token Abolished

(AP)-In Columbus, Ohio

Tattoo Taxes?

Ohio Mike Hartung has spent nearly $14,000 on tattoos, including a dragon on his right arm and a couple of Harley-Davidson designs, he has no plans to get rid of in the near future.

Town Fails to Sell on eBay

(AP)-In Auburn, California, a motel, a cafe, a gas station, a church, a motel, a cafe, a gas station, a church, an in-home attendant is owned by celebrity pho­

and sofas."

For a list of shops and stores on eBay, visit the following website: http://stores.ebay.com/.

Ground Zero Support for Troops

CBS aired a program which described the lives of soldiers, both on and off the battlefield, and the challenges they face. The program also featured interviews with military officials and veterans about their experiences in Iraq and their thoughts about the war.

World Observation Deck

Ecuador Assault Plan Falled

(AP)-The Pichincha province government is developing a new observation deck in Guayaquil, which will be located on the side of the mountain facing the city.

Dead Aussie Teen

In other developments, the company is working on a new project that will allow soldiers to communicate with their families back home. The project, which is expected to be completed in the next few months, will use advanced technology to provide soldiers with a more reliable and secure way to stay in touch with loved ones.

Continuing Coverage: War in Iraq

Looting Rampant in Baghdad

(AP)-The British Embassy in Iraq has reported that looting is still prevalent in the city.

A British soldier tries to maintain order as looters continue to roam the streets of Baghdad.

Consequences of War

In the aftermath of the war, there are several challenges that need to be addressed. These include the economic impact of the war, the needs of displaced persons, and the long-term effects on the region. The United Nations and other international organizations are working to provide assistance to those affected by the war.

Looting in Baghdad continues, with many reports of looting and pillaging in various parts of the city. The United Nations has called for an end to looting and pillaging, and has urged Iraqi authorities to take action to address the problem.

According to a new report, about 2 million people have been displaced from their homes in Iraq as a result of the war. The United Nations has expressed concern about the situation and has called for immediate action to provide assistance to those affected.

The report also highlights the challenges faced by those who have been displaced, including the lack of basic necessities such as food, water, and healthcare.

World Observation Deck

Algeria Hunts for Tourists

The authorities in Algeria are considering a new tourism policy to attract more tourists to the country. The plan includes a focus on culture and heritage, as well as the development of new tourist destinations.

World Observation Deck
Indian Town Crippled by Water Supply

By Sean Jackson

Hilltop Staff Writer

As the south east region of the Andhra Pradesh, domestic and daily showers and some regions of the state were suffering from shortage of water. The state government was trying to find a solution to the water crisis in the region. In the past few years, the region has been experiencing a shortage of water due to various factors like climate change and overuse of water resources.

In a letter to the state government, several local leaders and representatives from different political parties urged the government to take immediate action to address the water crisis. They pointed out that the shortage of water was not only affecting the rural areas but also the urban areas of the state. The lack of water was causing a lot of problems like scarcity of water for domestic use, agriculture, and industry.

The government of India had already initiated various schemes like the National Rural Drinking Water Program (NRDP) to provide drinking water to the rural areas. However, the scheme was not able to provide sufficient water to meet the demand.

The local leaders also appealed to the central government to provide financial aid and technical support to the state government to overcome the water crisis. They emphasized the importance of water conservation and urged the government to take necessary measures to regulate the use of water resources.

Global Politics

And Now the End is Near

By Jonathan Grannum

Hilltop Staff Writer

What defines an era? Is it the social climate, the political climate, or just a temporary phase?

For example, an era of great politicians (God bless them) may come to an end with the death of a great leader. But they may still have a lasting impact on the world.

As we look back at the past, we can see that some periods have been more significant than others. The 20th century, for example, was marked by significant events like World War I, World War II, and the Cold War.

As we look ahead to the future, we can see that some trends are likely to continue. The world is becoming more interconnected than ever before, and technology is changing the way we live our lives.

The end of an era is often a time of reflection and change. It is a time to think about what has been accomplished and what still needs to be done.
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Takes Global Toll

Tourism has dealt a severe blow to industries and an already weak global economy. SARS, an epidemic that began in China but spread worldwide, has hurt travel-related businesses in Hong Kong to Hollywood to Hamburg. The World Travel and Tourism Council estimated that the epidemic reduced travel-related expenditures by 10% to 20% in 2003. SARS has hurt in particular travel-related businesses in China, where the disease was first diagnosed.

The slowdown, caused first by SARS and the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, has put the industry in the uncomfortable position of being in the crosshairs of a political crisis. As governments around the world banished travelers and tourists, the industry found itself at the center of the storm. The travel industry is one of the most significant contributors to global economic output, according to the World Tourism Organization, a U.N. affiliate. In 2001, the industry generated $850 billion in travel, hotels, meals and attractions in other countries. That was 4.8% of total global economic output.

The slowdown has left many businesses in the travel industry with no choice but to lay off workers and cut expenses. As a result, the industry has become a symbol of the global economic downturn. The industry's problems have been compounded by the war in Iraq, which has boosted oil prices and forced airlines to raise fares.

The travel industry has been hit hard by the economic downturn, and the effects are likely to last for some time. The industry is still recovering from the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, and the war in Iraq has further weakened the economy. The industry's problems are likely to continue for some time, and the industry is likely to remain in a state of uncertainty for some time to come.
Carnival With a Twist
twist from A2

I went home with a sore rear end. Carnival is an event everybody should experience, whether it's in Brazil, Trinidad & Tobago, or Dominican Republic. I had a wonderful time dancing and watching more than 200 floats showcase the beauty of the Dominican culture. The experience takes place during the final days of February, although it is celebrated on every weekend of February and, in some cases, until the beginning of March there are other dates on which certain towns celebrate other carnivals. However, none match the intensity and creativity that have become the cornerstone of the February Carnival that is loved by the entire nation.

www.thehilltoponline.com

CARROLL PARROT BLUE PRESENTS MULTIMEDIA BOOK

BOOK from A2

Quilt with each patch of the quilt becoming a different part of the story. Students who attended were amazed at the complexity of the project. "There is so much information contained in the story that I'm afraid if I would try to put together a project of this magnitude, I would be overwhelmed," senior print journalism major Crispin Brooks said. "It is amazing the technology that will allow such projects to be done." The audience also had questions on the design of the multimedia project and the programs used. "Myself and another person designed the whole project and we told 15 other people how to finish the project," Blue said. "All of the programs and equipment that we used can be found right here at Howard. Students in the new millennium are lucky because they are exposed to this technology. I was never exposed to this before." Brooks wanted to know what skills were needed to put together a project of this magnitude. "One of the skills that are needed is poetry skills," Blue said. "Many times in universities they do not teach poetry writing to filmmakers and it is important that filmmakers possess this quality." Laura Harris, a writer and employee of Howard University, wanted to know where all of the photographs for the project came from. "I got all of the photographs and pictures from my aunt," Blue said. "It is important when you are doing a project like this that you start from sources close to you." The depth at which Blue researched her own personal life to write the book amazed Jacqueline Smith, a junior print journalism major. "Most people would stop researching when they came across something that was hard," Smith said. "You influence me greatly by your strength to dig so deep into your life." Blue, a feature filmmaker and photographer, is a junior at the University of California and the University of San Diego State University.

It's a connected world. Do your share.

For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share, 3400 International Dr., NW, Suite 2K (AD4), Washington, DC 20008.
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UGSA & Renaissance Productions present

BISONITES @
the Punchout

Monday-Thursday 7:30-10pm

Freestyle Contest (with exclusive prizes)

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Madden Tournament w/cash prizes to register: 301-238-0918

Contestants enter winners

for info call 202-369-2179

Madden Tournament w/cash prizes

Wednesday

Poetic Thoughts

Thursday

For info call 202-369-2179
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HOW DO YOU CALCULATE THE TAX LOSS OF 750 ACRES OF FROZEN ORANGES?

Become part of a multi-disciplinary tax planning and compliance team to help us help companies determine the tax basis of damaged assets, and we'll help you build a career.

For opportunities and information go to: www.pwcglobal.com/lookhere

Look beyond the numbers.
Letter to My Mother

Dear Mom:

I hope this letter finds you well. I want to write to you now. I know we haven't spoken in a long time but I just need to tell you how much I love and miss you.

I've been through some tough times and I'm excited to tell you about it all. I've learned so much about myself and what I'm capable of. I know we both hope that I'll be happy and successful, but I promise I will always come back to you when I need you.

With all my love,
[Your Name]

---

X Factor Coming to Blackburn

By Ebony Simpson

The second annual X productions film festival, which showcases the work of aspiring film students, will be held this Thursday at St. John's Center. Eight shorts will be shown, each of which is a five-minute film. The film festival is sponsored by the Associated Students of Santa Barbara City College and is free to the public.

The festival will serve as an opportunity for students to share their work with others and to receive feedback on their films. The event is open to the public and is free of charge.

The film festival will be held in the Great Hall of the St. John's Center from 7-9 p.m. The event is free and open to the public.
Linkin Park's Brad Delson Shares Perspective

LINKIN from B1
DM: You attended UCLA and have a degree in mass communications. There is something to be said about having that academic background with your music career. Did you look at school as your backup plan and music as your main focus, or was it the other way around?

Brad: Honestly, I never thought about doing music as a career. It was just something I did for fun with my friends on the side. I mean we had goals for what we wanted to achieve but nothing like what it has become.

We started out by getting publishing deals and have hinted at a recording contract. I was literally taking LSAT prep courses my senior year when we were getting ready to sign the deal. I was pretty dead on becoming a lawyer, until this happened. I made the choice to go with music, even though at the time it seemed disastrous.

DM: I'm sure you're glad you did that. Did your degree help you out with your music career?

Brad: Definitely. I think it just solidified my understanding of all things music. There is such a long-term value in what you get out of it. It has helped me out in critical thinking and understanding the world and the surrounding D.C. community. I have served as a presenter, and have been looking for a female director since last semester.

The goal of the production team is to produce a variety of films that present different images of black people today. This is in response to the degrading stereotypical images of blacks in films that Abdullah feels are so prevalent. The goal is to do positive films that are out of the norm. A lot of stuff we see on TV is typical, a lot of it is similar to the minstrel shows, he says.

The target audience members are high school and college students. Abdullah has sought nominations in surrounding colleges like Georgetown and American University, as well as high school students with interests in the arts and the surrounding D.C. community.

In the future, the group aspires to appeal to a larger audience. They intend to do cross-cultural films that take place in different geographic settings. The plan is also to tap into every genre including shorters, web series, mystery, suspense, love stories, comedy and children's story.

According to Abdullah, X Factor has sought nominations in surrounding colleges like Georgetown and American University, as well as high school students with interests in the arts and the surrounding D.C. community.

In the future, the group aspires to appeal to a larger audience. They intend to do cross-cultural films that take place in different geographic settings. The plan is also to tap into every genre including shorters, web series, mystery, suspense, love stories, comedy and children's story.
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Identity is a secret. Identity is a mystery. Identity is a killer.

IDENTITY

To receive a complimentary pass for two to an advance screening on Thursday, April 17th, stop by The Hilltop Office at 2251 Sherman Ave., NW during business hours. No purchase necessary. While supplies last. No phone calls. Employees of The Hilltop are not eligible.

IN THEATRES APRIL 25TH

The Junior Achievement experience helps young people understand and respect our free enterprise system. After all, kids are our future. Let their success be your inspiration.

WWW.JA.ORG
Washington Post Out of Line for Stereotyping

When a company or any entity has a partnership with a University, one would assume the parties would work together and have a relationship based on mutual respect. We would envision the methods used to try to develop a partnership should be percentage of financial literacy, but not being able to be stereotyped, in fact, students may have felt left out of or even discriminated against.

ResFest is a student event, and perhaps it should be swapped to incorporate the student body more.

Our View:

Though the ResFest was a success, it was unfair that off-campus students could not compete.

Physical Therapy Students Fight for their Degrees

The Physical Therapy students of the College of Pharmacy, Nursing, and Allied Health fields have been dealt a blow in the form of Howard University's physical therapy program. The program has been cut due to financial reasons. This move has left many students in a state of shock and uncertainty. The program was highly regarded by both students and professionals in the field.

Our View:

The University should approve the Doctorate of Physical Therapy Curriculum for physical therapy students.
Architecture, the Good, Bad and Ugly

Candice Houston

One of the staples of fall at Howard University is the fierce competition among dorms. Renowned as the "Draw Hall" during freshmen orientation week. And who could forget the time the girls represented their floors to the fullest extent. It is to be expected that this spirit will continue, for many of these freshmen are getting a taste of independence away from home with the worst of the homesickness behind them.

Perhaps the most amazing aspect of the whole event was the fact that all the freshmen dorm residents, hadynthia depicting dormitory life. With all this social interaction with their peers, the students could sense that they were building a strong bond.

One interesting point about the competition is that while some of the freshmen are getting used to college life, others are still struggling to adjust.

In response to the recent article written on the School of Architecture's accreditation status and the views expressed by our students, I have written to clarify some things.

As a fourth year architecture student, I have been exposed to the diversity of the School of Architecture. I have been impressed by the passion and dedication of our students, as well as the achievements of our faculty.

I have been fortunate enough to have been involved in various architecture programs in the country. When I saw these facilities, my reaction was the same: "Wow!"

I believe that architecture is not just a profession, but a way of life. It is a way of expressing our values and our dreams.

The issues of spending more time outside of architecture is an issue that many of our classmates are concerned about. For those of you who don't know, the architecture program requires 177 credit hours for completion.

As part of our requirements, we have to take a six-credit class every semester. But, if you're really serious about the profession, you have to be willing to put in the time and effort.

The second point that I want to make is that architecture is not just a job, but a lifestyle. It is a way of life that you have to commit to.

The third point that I want to make is that architecture is not just a profession, but a way of life. It is a way of expressing our values and our dreams.

I think that the spirit of competition is one thing, but the most important thing is to enjoy the process.

And for the best curve factor, we have to remember that architecture is not just a profession, but a way of life. It is a way of expressing our values and our dreams.

Kerry A. Walker

Better Step Correct On Your Next Attack

Kevin Carmichael

Last Wednesday, the fall Annual Ball Step Show took place in Campus Archway. The competition began with the Beta Chapter from the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. The Sorority was placed first and their overall theme was "Love, Peace and Understanding in a Ranier Ute." This was the second annual step show and the performers put on a show that was well done.

The theme of this year's competition was based on the fact that the Sorority's culture was the same as the Native American culture.

The performance was judged based on originality, which made the competition very close. The performers were judged based on their creativity, their ability to communicate their message, their ability to engage the audience and their ability to express their culture.

The performers were judged based on their ability to convey their message, their ability to engage the audience and their ability to express their culture.

The performers were judged based on their ability to convey their message, their ability to engage the audience and their ability to express their culture.
Travel
Want to Get Away? Well Let Us Help You! Offering the lowest rates to Москвы, the Caribbean, Asia, Europe, and vesititve packages all over the world. With a multi-travel travel agency. Speak English, French, Spanish, Kiwi and more, we will understand where you want to go. Call Us For Your Travel Needs! Call Your Travel Agent Today! (202) 335-4515 or email them@ehs.com

Personal
In Ms. Estus' R. Adams' class at Washington Conservatory 
I'll never forget Puerto Rico or singing back-up for Tina Turner on the River Front! The last four years wouldn't have been the same without you. Good luck in law school. I'm going to miss you more than you know. Keep in touch.

Announcements
Seniors
Senior Class 1993. It's On Sale! $15.00 for men & Women's Last day Thursday April 17th. Call Ashanti (202) 903-7913 or email them@lulu.com

For Rent
NW Near Howard 200 BLD Florida ave. Newly Reburistated House, Bus. and Metro Accessible. $2500/month Available Now Call (202) 437-5128


Help Wanted
Model needed for Nywea Nature Hair a showe June 2003. Men and women with braids, locks, twists, etc. All shapes and sizes please. Call (202) 677-3516 for more info.

Opportunities
Professional positions at private recording studio available for project work. Fully digital, Pro Tools based. Dupont Circle Studios, located on 17th St, N.W. Contact (202) 328-7000.

For Sale
For further information or pictures with purchase of an hour manage. Services provided by licensed cosmotologists and almost at M. Sever J. B. salon. Other specials for graduate students and HU staff. Call (202) 328-7000.

Parties

Hil!OPO!EC


10 Items Away. The Party Train is Coming Out.

THE NASTY NUTES OF BE PRESENT WORKSHOP AT A NEW LOCATION.

Looking for a student artist to work with larger audiences in the Fall in May or early June. Please call Lisa 301.927.0583 to discuss fees and timeframe.

Metropolitan Magazine

Enter Now Deadline: June 1, 2003

After Paying $50,000

$25,000...

$15,000...

For more information, call (301) 228-8123
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A PROGRAM OF THE NATIONAL INVENTORS HALL OF FAME

invent travel. invent yourself.


dsara "in the mecca"


dreaming at the mecca 2nd Annual

Chief Executive Talent Showcase at Howard University